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DIGEST?

Prior decision is affirmed upon reconsideration

based on error of fact or law.

CompuServe Data Systems, Inc. (CDs), requests
reconsideration of our decision in ComrnuServe Data
Systems, Inc., B-206274, May 20, 1982, 82-1 CPD 482,
That decision denied CDS's protest of the decision of
the Immigration and x4attiralizat.ion Service (INS) to awaru
a contract for teleprocessing services to National Date
Corporation (NDC) under request for proposals (RFP)
No. CO-13-Di. lie agreed with CDS and the General Services
Administration (GSA), which had delegated INS authority
to issue the RFP under GSA's Basic Agreement for teleproc-
essing services (BA), that the solicitation could rea-
sonably be interpreted as having solicited prompt-payment
discounts and indicated that the offered discounts would
be evaluated. We stated CDS's offer of a 5-percent dis-
count for prompt payment within 20 days which INS had
failed to consider in evaluating CDS's offer was an eli-
gible offer which should have been considered.

However, we also determined that, even when CDS's
discount was considered and deducted from CDS's cost pro-
posal and another $15,000 allegedly invalidly added into
CDS's proposal was deducted, NDC's offer remained the
lowest cost proposal of two essentially equal technical
proposals. Since the evaluation scheme did not require
award to the highest scored offeror, under these circuti-
stances we concluded that award to NDC as the low cost
offeror was not unreasonable.

CDS argues that our decision was erroneous. First,
it contends that, since INS failed to consider CDS's
prompt-payment discount, INlS acted inconsistent with
the terms of GSA's BA tnd, therefore, the GSA delegation
of procurement authority to INS leas void and the contract
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award to NDC illegal. Second, it states that INS never
determined that CDS and VDC were technically equal and
that clearly INS made its award decision on the basis
of the highest evaluated score. Therefore, since we recog-
nized CDS should have received a higher point score that
NDC when its cost proposal includes consideration of its
discounted pr ce, CDS was then enttiled to award of the
contract on the basis of total points for technical, bench-
mark and cost factors.

CDS states that the GSA DA required INS to consider
prompt-payment discounts, CDs contends that, since INS
admittedly failed to consider CDS's prompt-payment discount,
as mandated by the GSA BA, 4he delegation of authority
under which this procurement was conducted "was and is
void." Absent a valid delegation of authority from GSA,
INS has Po authority to acquire the services it is currently
receiving from NDC. Therefore, CDs reasons, INS's "contract
with NDC is null, void, and illegal." In this connection,
CDS quotes a statement from the GSA report which it contends
supports its argument that the contract was void. CDS
concludes that our decision suggeats that agencies need
not adhere to the conditiors of a GSA deleation of author-
ity, permits agencies to breach their delegation agreements
with impunity and is "directly contrary to the expressions
of the Committee on Government operations of the House
of Representatives in its oversight of Government procure-
ment activities."

I

We disagree with CDS'a interpretation of GSA's report
concerning this protest. GSA did not state that its delega-
tion of juthority to INS was void, only that it would
be void Wf the BA terms and conditions were not followed.
First, G pA advises that the INS solicitation incorporated
by refer nce the BA and, "in that regard, as far .&s the
BA is concerned, INS complied with GSA's delegation."
GSA further advises that the BA included a provision for
solicitation of prompt-payment discounts and consideration
of these jdiscounts in the evaluation of the price offered.
GSA concaudes that:

"I* 21* the RFP can be reasonably interpreted
as having solicited for prompt-payment
discounts and that offered discounts would
be evaluated."

GSA further indicated a
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"* * * that the failure of INS to evaluate
offered wrompt payment discounts was not
in accordance with the INS solicitation.
GSA does not view this issue as an ADP
question or a delegation of authority
issue. INS's acknowled9od failure to
evaluate in accordance wtth its solicitation
is a procurement issue whlich the GAO is
quite capable of dealing with, As far as
GSA is concerned, the INS followed our
delegation by soliciting under the BA,
and the BA allows offerorr to propose
prompt payment discounts * * *"

(Emphasis added.)

Thus, GSA stated that, in its view, the INS solicitation
provided for solicitation and evaluation of prompt-payment
discounts and the RFP was not contrary to the GSA delegation.
The language specifically quoted by CDS in its reconsideration
request when quoted in full is nothing more than a restatement
of the above analysis:

"As previously discussed, INS appears to
be saying that they knowingly excluded prompt
payment discounts from the solicitation's
evaluation criteria and that it was an over-
sight that the BA was not annotated to
incicate that offered discounts would n.ot
be considered. As indicated above, USA
believes that the solicitation could rea-
sonably be interpreted to include the
evwluation of prompt payment discounts.
Ho ever, if the GAO should find that INS
diI in fact, exclude prompt payment
discounts from the solicitation's evaluation
criteria, then such an act would not be
in consonance with our TSP program. INS
was delegated authority to procure 'under
the! BA of the TSP' and the BA requires
thelevaluation of eligible prompt payment
discounts. In our judgment, 'under the BA'
means in compliance with its terms and
conditions. Failure to solicit under the
BA's terms and conditions would not be in
accordance with our delegation. Therefore,
our delegation would be void."

Sincle we agreed with GSA that, contrary to INS's
reported intent, the INS RFP provided for the solicitation



and connideration of discount.;, there was no breach of
the GSA delegation. As a procurement matter, we took
the effect of the discount into consideration in our
decision and found that even when tile diccount was
deducted, and assuming the validity of c0is) other allega-
tion of improper additions to its cost proposal, NDC's
cost propooal reemained'the lowger priced of two essentially
equal proposals technically, Thus, award to NDC was proper
under the solicitation evaluation and award provisions.

CDS also contends that there is no basis in the record
for our statement that INS determined CDS and NDC to be
technically equal and that, whun CDS's discounted price
is considered, ODS, not NDC, is the highest scored offeror.

As we stated in our decision, the iecord of the
technical/benclhmark evaluation indicated that both
NDC and CDS were judged equally capable of providing the
desired level of support to NS. Specifically, INS's
report contained a letter of August 26, 1981 (dated
approximately 3 months prior to award), from the technical
evaluation team to the contracting officer stating that
six firms that completed benchmark processing were
considered technically qualified and thaL three firms,
including UDC and CDS, were considered to be equally
capable of performing the contract. The contracting
officer's report also indicated his view that the CDS
and NDC proposals were virtually equivalent.

Wejalso determined that the solicitation evaluation
and awatd provisions did not require that award be made
automatfeally to the highest scored offeror and, therefore,
under pbior GAO decisions, where an agency regards pro-
posals a essentially equal technically, coat or price
may bec me the determinative consideration in making
an awar .

Un er these circumstances, we held that even when
CDS's cost discount is considered, and $15,000 allegedly
improperly added by INS to CDS's cost proposal is deducted,
NDC's ogfer remained the lowest cost proposal of two essen-
tially equal technical proposals and that award to H11DC
because it was the low cost offeror was not unreasonable.
We note that the INS notice of award letter aated
December 24, 1981, reported by CDS as advising that award
was based on total points does not state the basis for
award. The letter to CDS states both NDC's and CDYS's poini.
scores aid prices and advised that CDS's proposal waas



not selected for award, Therefore, this letter which
was contained in tho record upon which our original deci-
sion was based does not contradict our conclusion that
award to HIDC as the low cost offeror was proper,

Our decision is affirmed*

A, Comptroller General
of the United States




